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Learning to Ride a Bike
Information for Parents, Teachers and Carers
Which children may need support with this?
Children learn to ride a bike at various ages however for some children it can be more
difficult. Here are some examples of children who may need support:
 Children with delayed motor skills
 Children with co-ordination or motor-planning difficulties
 Children with low muscle tone or altered muscle tone

For more information, please contact Occupational Therapy on:
For
For York and Selby Area: 01904 726599
For Scarborough, Whitby and Ryedale Area: 01723 342357

Occupational Therapy – Learning to Ride a Bike

What can I do?


Make sure your child has a well-fitting helmet, teach them to how to put it on
independently (it helps to first practise fastening and unfastening the buckle
before putting it on).



Set the seat height so it is right for your child; their feet should be flat on the
ground when seated.



Giving your child experience of riding a tag-along behind your bike will help
with learning the reciprocal action for pedalling.



Rather than using stabilisers, it is strongly recommended that you remove the
pedals (and stabilisers if you have them) from the bike so that your child can
learn to balance by scooting along using their feet to push against the ground.
This way you are breaking the task down for your child, who is learning to
balance as a separate skill from learning to pedal. Later, learning to manage
this over slightly uneven ground will be good practice.



Before your child learns to cycle, teach them to walk along in a straight line
whilst holding onto the handle- bars, with the bike on their right-hand side and
then on their left hand side. When they can do this, teach them to use both
brakes to stop the bike suddenly on command.



Whilst still walking beside the bike and not yet riding on it, teach your child how
to turn corners (using plenty of space). This will help them begin to learn how to
handle and steer the bike, and how the weight of the bike is distributed and
managed. Also, being able to walk the bike to the park or other safe area in
which to learn to ride will be very helpful.



Whilst scooting along (with feet) and building balance skills, repeat the same
stages of learning as before when learning to walk beside the bike – first learn
to go in straight lines and to use the brakes well, and then to turn corners.



Teach your child how to pick the bike up when it is lying on the ground.
Inevitably they will need to do this at times, and again, this will help them learn
how to manage the bike’s weight.



When your child is confidently managing all this, it is time to put the pedals
back on.



Teach your child to kick the pedals into position ready for push off, with their
preferred foot just forward of the highest position to get good leverage. The
effort of pushing the pedals round, especially for push-off, will make balancing
much harder. Keep the bike in a low gear. A tarmac path will give much less
resistance than grass.



You, or another fit adult, will need to hold the back of the seat to give some help
with balance at first as the child gets used to pedalling whilst balancing. Two
adults, one each side, is best. If your child really struggles with balance, it will
be safer and easier to use a handling belt. These can be fairly expensive, but
are sometime available second-hand (check for wear).



Again, repeat the same stages of learning as when scooting – first learning to
go in straight lines and to use the brakes. To gain balance, longer stretches of
space are helpful.



Balancing while pushing off and turning corners is much harder. You will
gradually feel your child managing to balance without your help. A grassy area
may be safer for first attempts to ‘go it alone’.
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Tell us what you think
We hope that you found this leaflet helpful. If you would like to tell us what
you think, please contact:
For York and Selby Area: 01904 724366
For Scarborough, Whitby and Ryedale Area: 01723 342472

Teaching, Training and Research
Our Trust is committed to teaching, training and research to support the
development of staff and improve health and healthcare in our community.
Staff or students in training may attend consultations for this purpose. You
can opt-out if you do not want trainees to attend. Staff may also ask you to
be involved in our research.

Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)
Patients, relatives and carers sometimes need to turn to
someone for help, advice or support. Our PALS team is here for you.
PALS can be contacted on 01904 726262, or via email at pals@york.nhs.uk
An answer phone is available out of hours.

About us
Providing care together in York, Scarborough, Bridlington, Whitby, Malton,
Selby and Easingwold.

Caring with Pride
Our ultimate objective is to be trusted to deliver safe, effective and
sustainable healthcare within our communities.

Our Values
 Caring about we do
 Respecting and valuing each other
 Listening in order to improve
 Always doing what we can to be helpful
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